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The Ethics Paper is one of the key determinants of cracking the UPSC Civil Services Mains                
Examination or for that matter getting a top 100 Rank in the Final list. This paper has the potential of                    
scores going from an average of 110 to a high of 140 marks, as opposed to papers such as GS Papers 1                      
where the average hovers from 70-80 marks to a high of around 110 marks. Thus, its effective                 
weightage in the total score is very high. 

The problem with the GS IV Paper is the complete lack of one single source or book to                  
comprehensively complete the syllabus.  

Secondly, it also has a very porous boundary given that anything under the sun can be asked under the                   
Ethics Paper. While most candidates do not spend more than 15 days for the Ethics Paper, the wise                  
utilisation of a brief period like a fortnight is also difficult - for the lack of clarity on what and how to                      
study for this Paper.  

Thirdly, the ability to answer quote based questions, which requires to some extent - a wide reading                 
base and creative thinking and/or conceptual understanding may not occur to most students             
immediately.  

Fourthly, we have not been able to see our own students of MGP delivery very well in GS IV Tests.  

This course is a solution to that. 

The Ethics+ will  

● consist of an assortment of about 500 questions and concepts covering the entire theoretical 
framework of Ethics Syllabus across the syllabus. 

● proactively build the content of Ethics Paper so that the candidate is able to answer any 
question in GS IV  

● develop a framework for writing crisp answers in Ethics Questions citing relevant committee 
& reports  

Why Ethics+: We have guided several of our students through the MGP in a manner to approach the                  
Ethics Paper, leading to good scores such as Prajit Nair's ( Rank 81, 129 Marks in GS IV ), However,                    
we have felt that with focus on answer writing, several students end up writing "Man ki baat" in Ethics                   
Answers even where questions have a definite theoretical answer. Ethics+ aims to build the              
theoretical base for that is necessary when one delves into answer writing. 

Schedule & Duration: Classes will be conducted 3 Days in a week i.e Monday - Wednesday -                 
Friday. Duration of Classes will be 2.5 - 3 hours and syllabus will be covered with a Q&A Approach.                   
This module will NOT include the Case Studies and a separate Case Studies Module may be provided                 
for that. Class timings will be from 4 PM. The course will commence from January 14 and will                  
consist of 12-15 sessions. 

Fees and Enrolment: The Fees for the Program is Rs. 6000+ GST.. Students who have subscribed to                 
MGP 2018 or 2019, the fees are waived off subject to a one time non-refundable, non-transferable                
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registration fee of Rs. 1000+ GST. To avail this, students must visit the Offline Center at the earliest                  
and join. Due to non-availability of classrooms, the seats are limited to about 100. 
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